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Abstract 
 
 This treatment describes the details of the Fuzzy logic algorithm currently 
implemented in our FALCONEERTM IV program for performing optimal automated 
process fault analysis.  This implementation generalizes the underlying Boolean logic 
version of the Method of Minimal Evidence (MOME) developed previously to a highly 
comprehensive fuzzy logic version.  This generalization allows for a more compact 
treatment of potential single and multiple fault situations, at all levels of possible 
diagnostic resolution, with both elegant and efficient uniform sensor validation and 
proactive fault analysis (SV&PFA) diagnostic rules for diagnosing those situations.  This 
fuzzy logic version of the MOME algorithm thus automates the diagnostic reasoning 
necessary to continuously perform optimal process fault analysis so that only the 
underlying well-formulated models are required to achieve such performance.  Using this 
algorithm consequently directly simplifies the solution of the more complicated problem 
of automated process fault analysis into the much more tractable, and incrementally 
solvable, problem of adequately modeling normal process operations. 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
 Process fault analyzers are computer programs that can monitor process 
operations to identify the underlying cause(s) of operating problems.  A general method 
for creating process fault analyzers for chemical and nuclear processing plants has been 
sought ever since the incorporation of computers into process control[1].  Consequently, 
a wide variety of logically viable diagnostic strategies now exist for automating process 
fault analysis[2-5].  However, automated fault analysis is currently still not widely used 
within the processing industries.  This is mainly due to these following limitations: 1) 
prohibitively large development, verification, implementation, or maintenance costs of 
these programs; 2) inability to operate a program based upon a given diagnostic strategy 
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continuously on-line or in real-time; and 3) inability to model process behavior at the 
desired level of detail, thus leading to unreliable or highly ambiguous diagnoses.   
 Subsequently, a method for efficiently producing automated process fault 
analyzers is still being actively sought.  It is our contention that evaluating engineering 
models of normal process operation with current process data is the most promising and 
powerful means for directly identifying underlying process operating problems.  Doing so 
generates an unimpeachable source from which to logically infer the current state of the 
process being modeled.  Performing this inference automatically on-line enables these 
programs to perform "intelligent supervision" of the daily operations of their associated 
process systems.  It directly allows the fundamental understanding of a given process 
system’s design and operation to be utilized in evaluating its current operating conditions.  
The Method of Minimal Evidence (MOME) employs quantitative model-based 
reasoning to logically deduce the cause or causes of abnormal process behavior[6].  It 
does so with the least amount of diagnostic evidence necessary to uniquely diagnose the 
various possible fault situations.  Moreover, the resulting fault analyzer always makes 
competent diagnoses at the best resolution and highest sensitivity possible for the given 
magnitude of the fault occurring. 
 
2.0 MOME Fuzzy Logic Algorithm 
 
 MOME is based on the evaluation of process models of normal operation.  The 
pattern of residuals that result is interpreted to determine any underlying assumptions that 
are currently not holding.  More generally, such a process model residual may be 
represented generically as follows: 
 
residual =   f(x1, x2, . . ., xn)      (1) 
 
where x1, x2, . . ., xn  are process assumption variables, i.e., measured variables and 
unmeasured parameters that define the normal operating state of a process at any given 
moment, and f is a function of those variables that computes, for example, a balance of 
energy or mass in a control volume.   
 
 Primary process model residuals are distinguished from certain linearly dependent 
process model residuals automatically generated by our program.  Such additional models 
are referred to herein as Secondary process model residuals, and are computed as follows:  
Suppose that r1 and r2 are Primary process model residuals and both contain a common 
variable v.  If both Primary models are linear functions of v, they may be combined 
algebraically to remove the terms containing v.  An easier approach is to use Equation 
(2)[7].   
 
r1+2, v =   r1   -   ((∂r1/∂v) / (∂r2/∂v)) * r2     (2) 
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The standard deviation for this Secondary residual process model can be directly 
computed from its two parent Primary model standard deviations using Equation (3) for 
the sum of variances[8].  
 
sigma1+2, v

2   =   sigma1
2   +   ((∂r1/∂v) / (∂r2/∂v))2 * sigma2

2   (3) 
 
In this equation, sigma1 is the standard deviation of residual r1, sigma2 is the standard 
deviation of residual r2, and sigma1+2, v is the standard deviation of the Secondary model 
residual obtained from Primary models 1 and 2 by eliminating the common linear 
variable v, i.e., residual r1+2,v. 
 
2.1 Single Fault Fuzzy Logic Diagnostic Rule 
 
 This implementation of the MOME diagnostic strategy computes certainty factors 
to identify faults and/or validate underlying assumptions.  As used below, a “fault” is a 
pair consisting of a process variable v and a direction d, and is designated as <v, d>.  The 
value of d can be either high or low, which are in turn defined by  

 
high = 1      (4) 
 
low = -1      (5) 
 
 Any number of different functions for computing certainty factors from residuals 
may be used. A commonly used function, the Gaussian function, is defined as: 

 
Gauss(r, sigma) = exp (-(r / sigma)2/2)     (6) 
 
where sigma is the standard deviation of the model residual r. 
 
 When this program monitors a process, it reads real-time sensor data, computes 
the associated Primary and/or Secondary model residual values and their standard 
deviations, and then calculates three certainty factors for each residual value, as needed.  
Let r be one of the residual values and let sigma be its standard deviation.  Residual r is 
expected to be zero, but often it is not.  If it is only a little off from zero, the program 
considers it to be satisfactory, but the farther away from zero it gets, there exists less 
confidence that it is satisfactory.  Using the Gaussian function for example, the certainty 
factor for r being satisfactory is calculated as follows: 

 
cf(r, sat) = Gauss(r, sigma)      (7) 
 
 If r is much greater than zero, it is considered to be high, that is, higher than it is 
supposed to be.  The certainty factor for r being high is represented as: 
 
cf(r, high) = 1.0 - Gauss(r, sigma) if r >0.0     (8) 
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     = 0.0 otherwise 
 
 Similarly, if r is much less than zero, it is considered to be low.  The certainty 
factor for r being low is represented as: 
 
cf(r, low)  = 1.0 - Gauss(r, sigma) if r < 0.0     (9) 

     = 0.0 otherwise 
 
 As stated above, for purposes of calculating certainty factors for faults, <v, d> 
signifies a fault; that is, v is a process variable and d is a direction, either high or low.   To 
compute the certainty factor that a fault is present, the certainty factors for the Primary 
and/or Secondary model residuals are examined to find evidence for the fault.  If r is a 
residual, r provides evidence for fault <v, d> when it has deviated from zero in a 
direction that is consistent with variable v deviating in the direction d.   For example, if 
∂r/∂v is greater than zero, then both v and r can be expected to go high (or low) at the 
same time.  If, however, ∂r/∂v is less than zero, then v and r can deviate in opposite 
directions.  The certainty factor for r in the appropriate direction is then the strength to 
which r can provide evidence for the fault.  One strong piece of evidence for the fault is 
enough to strongly conclude that the fault is present, unless there is also strong evidence 
that it is not present.   

 
 The evidence for fault <v, d> is this set of certainty factors for all relevant 
Primary model residuals: 

 
evidence-for-fault(<v, d>) = {cf(r, sign(∂r/∂v)d) | (∂r/∂v) ≠  0     (10) 

 and r is a Primary residual} 
 
 In some applications, the certainty factor for any residual, Primary or Secondary, 
may be included in this set.1  The strength of the evidence for the fault is the maximum of 
the values in this set. 
 
 Similarly, if a residual deviates in the opposite direction from what is expected 
when the fault is present, that deviation is evidence against the fault being present.  The 
evidence against fault <v, d> is this set of certainty factors for all relevant residuals: 

 
evidence-against-fault(<v, d>) = {cf(r, -sign(∂r/∂v)d) | (∂r/∂v) ≠ 0}  (11) 
 
 Certainty factors for both Primary and Secondary model residuals may be 
included in this set.  The strength of the evidence against the fault is the maximum of the 
values in this set.  If that value is subtracted from one, the strength to which this evidence 
is consistent with the fault being present is determined. 

1 By default, FALCONEERTM IV currently only relies upon Primary model residuals for calculating 
evidence-for-fault. 
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 An additional consideration is significant in evaluating a certainty factor for a 
fault.  Some residuals are not functions of v and so are not expected to deviate from zero 
when the fault <v, d> is present.  The Secondary model residual that was formed by 
eliminating v from two Primary model residuals is such a residual.  It is relevant to 
evaluating the presence of the fault, so this Secondary model residual is expected to have 
a high certainty factor of being satisfactory when the fault involves v.  Also, if two 
Primary model residuals were combined to generate a Secondary model residual process 
model by eliminating some variable other than v, and one of these Primary model 
residuals is a function of v but the other is not, it is expected that the Primary model 
residual that is not a function of v is satisfactory.  This Primary model residual is 
considered relevant to the fault as well.   

 
 Some Primary process model residuals may not be functions of v and are not 
combined with any models that are.  These are considered to be not relevant to the fault 
<v, d>.  Another fault can be present and cause them to deviate from zero, but this will 
not affect the assessment for fault <v, d>.  This allows a diagnosis of the presence of 
several single faults that happen not to interact with each other (i.e., a multiple fault 
diagnosis2).  In addition, r may be a function of v, but at the moment, (∂r/∂v) = 0 and that 
residual r doesn’t deviate from 0 with deviations of variable v and thus isn’t considered 
relevant for diagnosing v.  The neutral-evidence for fault <v, d> is the set of certainty 
factors for only all relevant residuals: 

 
neutral-evidence(<v, d>) = {cf(r, sat) | r is relevant as neutral-evidence for v} (12) 
 
The strength of this evidence is the minimum of the set because if any one of the 
residuals that are supposed to be satisfactory is in fact high or low, that weakens the 
evidence for the fault <v, d>. 
 
 The certainty factors in these three sets, evidence-for-fault, neutral-evidence, and 
evidence-against-fault, are considered as fuzzy logic values[10], and are combined using 
a common interpretation of fuzzy “AND” as the minimum function, fuzzy “OR” as the 
maximum function, and fuzzy “NOT” as the complement function (1.0 minus the value 
of its argument).  For finite sets, the quantifier “SOME” is just the “OR” of the values in 
the set, so it is equivalent to taking the maximum of the set.  Similarly, for finite sets, the 
quantifier “ALL” is just the “AND” of all the values in the set, so it is equivalent to 

2 Such situations are referred to as non-interactive multiple fault situations[9].  These situations are 
defined as those for which the intersection of the sets of relevant Primary and Secondary models required to 
diagnose their member single fault situations results in the empty set.  These diagnoses are directly possible 
with Equation (13) because independent inference pathways exist through the SV&PFA diagnostic rules 
based on MOME.  This is an extremely important artifact of this methodology because multiple operating 
events (combinations of fault and/or non-fault situations) frequently occur and must be properly handled by 
the fault analyzer for it to be considered robust in actual applications. 
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taking the minimum of the set.  Putting this all together, the certainty factor for fault <v, 
d>  is defined in this fuzzy logic implementation as: 
 
cf(<v, d>) = SOME(evidence-for-fault(<v, d>)) AND    (13) 
                     ALL(neutral-evidence(<v, d>)) AND 
                     NOT (SOME(evidence-against-fault(<v, d>))) 
 
If this value is above the alert threshold, the corresponding fault is displayed as a possible 
current fault situation to the process operators. 
 
 Regarding the display of a fault <v, d>:  If v is a measured variable, the sensor 
value for that variable was substituted for the variable in computing all the Primary and 
Secondary model residual values.   If d = high, a conclusion is drawn that the sensor 
reading is higher than the true value for that process variable.  If d = low, a conclusion is 
drawn that the sensor reading is lower than the true value for that process variable.  In 
either case, a conclusion is drawn that the sensor is at fault.  If cf(<v, d>) is about zero 
for both cases, d = high and d = low, then the sensor reading has been validated (i.e., the 
sensor is correctly measuring its associated process variable). 

 
 In the case of an unmeasured variable v, such as a process leak, a high certainty 
factor for <v, low> means that the assumed value of v, which can be viewed as the 
reading from a virtual sensor, is low compared to the actual value.  In order to display a 
conclusion about the actual value of the unmeasured variable, the program displays a 
message that v is high in this case (i.e., there is a positive leak out of the process).  
Similarly, if the certainty factor for <v, high> is high, it displays a message about v being 
low.  If neither of these cases apply, a conclusion is drawn that the real value of v is about 
equal to its assumed normal and/or extreme value (i.e., the associated fault is not present 
and the parameter’s value is currently indeed its normal and/or extreme value). 
 
2.2 Multiple Fault Fuzzy Logic Diagnostic Rule 
 
 In the vast majority of process systems, multiple fault situations normally occur 
very much less frequently than do single fault situations.  Nevertheless, the ability to 
diagnose multiple fault situations is important because: 1) some major process disasters 
have occurred as a consequence of a series of two or more concurrent process fault 
situations, and 2) the patterns of diagnostic evidence (i.e., the SV&PFA diagnostic rules) 
used to diagnose single fault situations may sometimes misdiagnose multiple fault 
situations.  The latter reason is equally true for diagnostic rules used by human 
troubleshooters, and in fact represents a contributing factor in some major process 
disasters[11].  Furthermore, certain types of multiple fault situations may occur much 
more frequently than others.  Kramer[12] describes three classes of such multiple faults 
as follows: 1) faults causing other faults (so-called "induced failures"), 2) latent faults 
which are not detectable until additional faults occur, and 3) intentional operation in the 
presence of one or more faults, with the sudden occurrence of an additional fault.  Being 
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able to handle such multiple fault situations directly is consequently critical for the proper 
overall performance of the resulting fault analyzer. 
 
 The fuzzy logic diagnostic rule described above (i.e., Equation (13)) was derived 
to directly detect and distinguish single process operating events. These events may be 
either fault or non-fault situations.  Thus, the methodology described above is inherently 
a strategy for diagnosing any and all single assumption variable deviations that cause 
detectable operating events, not just fault situations per se.  
 
 This is an important distinction because not all of the potential assumption 
variables required in the Primary models for describing the normal operation of a typical 
process system correspond to actual process fault situations.  For instance, unsteady state 
operation, unusually low production rates, changeover of a feed supply, normal process 
shutdown, etc. are all examples of assumption variable deviations which may generate 
diagnostic evidence.  Moreover, such process operating events may occur very 
frequently, much more so than the vast majority of single fault situations, and in many 
instances may accompany single fault situations.  Consequently, if the potential 
occurrences of multiple assumption variable deviations are not properly accounted for by 
the fault analyzer, the correctness of its diagnoses would always be questionable.  Even if 
a fault analyzer cannot directly diagnose all such multiple assumption deviations (i.e., all 
possible combinations of process faults and non-fault operating events), it still needs to 
ensure that its diagnostic rules will not misdiagnose those situations.  This is an extension 
of the conservative philosophy underlying MOME to multiple assumption deviations.  
 
 Throughout the following discussion, the term multiple fault situation will 
actually refer to any situation of multiple assumption variable deviations, whether or not 
all of those deviations correspond to actual process fault situations.  This will not affect 
the generality of this discussion whatsoever. 
 
 The fuzzy logic diagnostic rule defined above (Equation (13)) may be generalized 
to sets of faults by redefining what counts as evidence for the set, evidence against the 
set, and what counts as neutral-evidence.  An inference may be drawn that a set of faults 
is present when no subset of them may be inferred to be present.  In particular, this means 
there must be at least one Primary residual value for each fault deviating in the direction 
that the fault can cause.3  This leads to the following general fuzzy rule of this 
methodology: 
 
Let 

  
fault-set = {<v1, d1>, . . ., <vn, dn>}     (14) 
 

3 These situations are referred to as interactive multiple fault situations[9].  These situations are defined 
as those for which the intersection of the sets of relevant Primary and Secondary models required to 
diagnose their member single fault situations does not result in the empty set. 
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Then 
 
cf(fault-set) = SOME(evidence-for-fault(<v1, d1>)) AND    (15) 

. 

. 

. 
                      SOME(evidence-for-fault(<vn, dn>)) AND 
                      ALL(neutral-evidence(fault-set) )AND 
                      NOT(SOME(evidence-against(fault-set))) 
 

The component evidence sets are defined as follows:  
 

 The set evidence-for-fault(<vi, di>) is the set of cf(r, sign(∂r/∂vi)di) such that r is a 
Primary residual and (∂r/∂vi) ≠  0.  It is the same set that was used for single faults. 

 The set neutral-evidence(fault-set)  is the set of cf(r, sat) such that r is relevant to one 
or more of the faults in fault-set as neutral-evidence and such that (∂r/∂v) =  0 for all 
the variables v in fault-set. 

 The set evidence-against(fault-set) is the set of cf(r, -sign(∂r/∂v)d) such that (∂r/∂v) ≠   
0 for at least one variable v in fault-set provided that -sign(∂r/∂v)d has the same value 
for all such variables v in fault-set.  (In other words, all the faults that can influence r  
must influence it in the same direction; if two faults can influence r to deviate in 
opposite directions, we can learn nothing about  fault-set from that residual).4 

 
 The generalized rule for multiple fault situations (Equation (15)) is currently 
limited in FALCONEERTM IV to compute only certainty factors for potential pairs of 
interactive multiple faults.  Typically, diagnostic resolution of potential multiple fault 
situations is almost always considerably much lower than the typical diagnostic 
resolution of potential single fault situations:  there are typically many more possible 
combinations of potential multiple fault effects on the current process operating state to 
consider. 
 
 A final issue regarding multiple fault analysis must be discussed about our 
methodology.  MOME as implemented above creates structured diagnostic rules relying 
upon the minimum number of relevant Primary models to diagnose specific faults, 
leaving all other remaining Primary models to be considered irrelevant to those 
diagnoses.  One advantage of this structure is that it creates many independent inference 
pathways to its various assumption variable deviations.  Such independent pathways 
allow all non-interactive multiple fault situations to be diagnosed directly with the same 
diagnostic rule used to diagnose single fault situations (Equation (13)).  The only 
potential problem with the diagnostic rules for single fault situations is that they could 

4 Consequently, because the multiple fault influences the given model both high and low, that model can be 
in any of its three possible states whenever that multiple fault situation occurs, the actual state depending 
upon the actual relative magnitudes of the underlying member faults. 
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misdiagnose an interactive multiple fault that can generate that same pattern of violated 
and satisfied Primary and Secondary models as a single fault does.  There are two 
possible approaches to handle such potential misdiagnoses. 
 
 One approach for handling this potential problem is to simply ignore it.  In most 
situations, this can usually be done safely because the likelihood of a particular multiple 
fault situation occurring is usually relatively small in comparison to that of a particular 
single fault situation.  In addition, requiring that the magnitudes of those possible 
assumption variable deviations which comprise that particular multiple fault situations 
have particular ratios to each other makes it an even more unlikely candidate fault 
hypothesis.  Thus, it is fairly safe to assume that a multiple fault situation creating such 
diagnostic evidence will almost never occur in the target process system. 
 
 Making such a judgment goes beyond those made when defining the fault 
analyzer's intended scope.  Those judgments eliminated whole classes of higher-level 
multiple faults, not just particular instances of multiple fault situations actually contained 
within the intended scope.  The decision to rule out unlikely fault hypotheses in the 
manner described above is based upon the principle of parsimony, sometimes also 
referred to as "Occam's razor”[13].  This principle states that the simplest explanation 
consistent with all of the available diagnostic evidence should be preferred over all other 
plausible explanations that are considerably less likely.  A similar principle, called the 
"no-miracle" rule[14], is used in Fault Tree Analysis to ignore possible, but highly 
unlikely, events that could interfere with the normal propagation of a basic event into a 
top level event. 
 
 Another way around this potential problem of misdiagnoses is to give equal 
plausibility to both the single fault hypothesis diagnosed by Equation (13) and multiple 
fault hypotheses diagnosed by Equation (15).  However, since multiple faults are 
normally much less likely to occur than single fault situations, the majority of fault 
situations diagnosed would turn out to actually be the single fault situation.  
Consequently, exhaustively listing all of the other plausible, but more highly improbable, 
multiple fault hypotheses could turn out to be potentially confusing to the process 
operators. 
 
 As currently implemented, by default FALCONEERTM IV follows the philosophy 
that all plausible fault diagnoses, either single and/or multiple, should be presented 
equally to the process operators.  It is up to them to decide how much credence should be 
placed in lower probability events as compared to more common fault occurrences.  This 
directly combats the human operator limitations of “mind set”[11]5, “vigilance 
decrement”[18], and “cognitive overload”[15,19,20] by enumerating all plausible 
explanations of abnormal process behavior that gets updated continuously as additional 
diagnostic evidence becomes available over time.  It should be noted that multiple fault 

5This limitation is also known as “cognitive lockup” and “cognitive narrowing”[15], “tunnel vision”[16], 
and the “point of no return”[17]. 
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analysis based upon Equation (15) can be easily disabled as a user control option when 
running FALCONEERTM IV applications if the users are so inclined.  This in effect lets 
the program user employ “Occam’s razor” directly to the subsequent fault analysis, but 
doing so eliminates the possibility to diagnose all multiple fault situations except non-
interactive ones and those fully discernible ones directly diagnosed at lower levels of 
diagnostic resolution with Equation (13). 
 
3.0 MOME SV&PFA Diagnostic Rules’ Logic Compiler Motivations 
 

A critical step in the development of a fault analyzer is verifying that the 
underlying diagnostic knowledge base performs competently.  Such verification ensures 
that the SV&PFA diagnostic rules will always perform correctly.  During the 
development of the original FALCON System[9], this was accomplished by nearly 
exhaustively testing the fault analyzer with both actual and simulated fault situations.  
Thoroughly doing this turned out to be the most computationally intensive undertaking of 
the FALCON Project, with more than 5500 hours of actual plant data and about 260 
simulated process fault situations being analyzed before the FALCON System was 
installed on-line in the plant.  The various phases of this verification effort required a 
period of approximately three years to complete. 
 

Obviously, if such extensive verification efforts were a prerequisite for 
developing competent fault analyzers in general, these programs would never be widely 
used within the processing industries.  Fortunately though, efforts similar to that 
expended in verifying the original FALCON System are not required. 
 

It is possible to dramatically reduce the effort required to verify a process fault 
analyzer based upon MOME.  If all of the Primary process models contained within the 
declarative knowledge base are well-formulated6, then any subsequent misdiagnoses 

6 The concept of well-formulated process models is defined as follows: Once the set of all of the various 
Primary models have been derived, it is necessary to verify that they all represent accurate descriptions of 
the normal process operating behavior.  This does not mean that the agreement between the models' 
predictions and the actual process operating behavior has to be exact.  It is only necessary to thoroughly 
understand how any existing disagreement behaves as a function of normal process operation, such as a 
function of production rate, etc.  Such information is required to ensure that the statistical analysis 
described above is performed correctly. 
 
It is also necessary to verify that the appropriate models become violated whenever one or more of the 
associated assumptions become invalid.  This ensures that the effects of these assumption variable 
deviations upon the behavior of the various models' residuals have been determined correctly. 
 
If both steps of this verification procedure described above are performed correctly, the Primary models 
will always be satisfied during normal process operations and will become violated whenever any of their 
underlying assumption variables deviate significantly.  Models exhibiting such behavior will be referred to 
as being well-formulated. The biggest advantage of describing the process system as a set of well-
formulated Primary models is that the understanding of normal process behavior is represented by the 
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made by the fault analyzer directly indicates that one or more of the diagnostic rules is 
incorrect.  However, since MOME is a very systematic and logically structured procedure 
for creating diagnostic rules, it was possible to codify its fuzzy logic version in our 
compiler program, called FALCONEERTM IV, which automatically creates diagnostic 
knowledge bases based upon it.  This program ensures that this version of the Method of 
Minimal Evidence is always applied correctly. 
 

With FALCONEERTM IV, if all of the Primary process models are indeed well-
formulated, then the resulting fault analyzer is guaranteed to perform competently.  
Consequently, verifying the correctness of various diagnostic rules is not necessary:  only 
the correctness of the set of Primary process models and Performance Equations7 used to 
create those rules needs to be verified.  This in effect converts the much more difficult 
task of performing competent automated fault analysis into an easier problem of process 
modeling.  The reduction in development effort is substantial. 
 

Specifically, once FALCONEERTM IV became available[21], converting the 
original FALCONEER Knowledge Based System[22,23] required only coding the 30 
Primary models and 5 Performance Equations describing the FMC ESP process.  
Creating and analyzing the 30+ Primary models and 5 Performance Equations for the 
FMC LAP process required approximately 2 person weeks of effort to derive a fully 
functional and validated process fault analyzer.  The benefits to date derived from these 
two FMC applications have been independently reported by FMC[24].  All 
FALCONEERTM IV applications can diagnose all single fault situations at all possible 
levels of diagnostic resolution and all non-interactive and also almost all possible pairs of 
interactive multiple fault situations[25]. 
 
 Consequently, process engineers now only have to derive and maintain the 
declarative knowledge base containing the various Primary process models and 
Performance Equations of normal operation.  This is advantageous for the following 
reason.  As opposed to other knowledge representation schemes (such as production 
rules, frames, etc.), process models are represented as mathematical equations, an 
engineer’s dream.  Furthermore, since all of the Primary process models within the 
diagnostic knowledge base are independent of each other, each can be independently 
added, modified, or removed as required.  The resulting database is then merely 
recompiled to create the improved fault analyzer.  This simplifies the maintenance of the 
process fault analyzer immensely.  With the MOME diagnostic logic compiler, the fault 
analyzer can be incrementally improved with minimal effort and cost as the process 
system's operating behavior becomes better understood or its topology changes due to 

summation of the knowledge contained within those models.  This allows each Primary model to be 
improved and maintained independently of the other Primary models.   
 
7 Performance Equations are engineering models with one unknown variable, e.g., the calculation of an 
overall heat transfer coefficient; whereas Primary models contain no unknown variables. 
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process modifications.  This greatly improves its maintainability as process operations 
evolve. 
 
4.0 Conclusions 
 

Process data becomes valuable only when it is at the right place at the right time 
and there are mechanisms to properly interpret and use it[26].  Process data thus cannot 
be considered an asset unless correctly presented, analyzed, and converted into 
information[27].  “Moreover, we really don’t want information; we want knowledge … 
we want information analyzed, converted, and organized in a useful way”[28].  Using 
models to do this analysis and conversion and then performing sensor validation and 
proactive fault analysis (SV&PFA) based on those results in real time proves the 
assertion that “Models are the means by which data can be converted to meaningful 
information”[29].  These models are based on a fundamental understanding of normal 
operating behavior of the given process system. This fundamental knowledge thus 
constitutes an unimpeachable source for directly generating relevant information 
concerning normal and abnormal process behavior.  Such information is immensely 
useful for logically inferring conclusions about the current process operating state.  
Automatically performing this inference based on MOME with FALCONEERTM IV after 
each update of process sensor data allows such fault analyzers to continuously perform 
highly effective “intelligent supervision” of the daily operations of their associated 
process systems.  “Thus, the whole business environment of process operations should 
become more rational.  More information will be gathered, synthesized, and put into 
useful form more rapidly … information organized in a useful way, after knowledgeable 
inferencing about its content”[28].  FALCONEERTM IV is thus a simple and easy to use 
tool now available to the process industries for proactively examining live process 
information for any faults so as to allow continuous monitoring of a given process for 
safer operation, better performance, and ultimately higher efficiency and/or production 
levels.  It has now become a very straightforward and cost effective proposition to 
develop and maintain extremely competent automated process fault analyzers throughout 
the processing industries. 
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